
~2023 Tag Rules & Regulations for Play~ 
❖ Tag leagues are a great way to get to know other local players, to foster friendship, and create friendly 

competition within the organization. At the end of the day, keep in mind, this is in the spirit of fun! Be a good sport 
to your competitors. 

❖ The tags are distributed by the Lehigh Valley Disc Club (LVDC) the cost for a tag is $15, all funds benefit the 
organization, as well as, growth of the sport and local course upkeep. Included in your tag purchase is your 
Club Membership, which give you discounts at our sponsors and early entry to select LVDC events. 

❖ A tag holder may only possess one tag at a time. If a tag is lost, another may be purchased for $5 if tags are still 
available, if the originally lost tag is found the higher number of the two tags is forfeited back into rotation and the 
$5 is returned to the player. 

 

❖ Tags are sold until stock is depleted and are redistributed annually at the LVDC Snow Bowl held at South 
Mountain in late January. When you purchase a tag after this event, you will buy in at the next highest tag 
available. 

❖ There are many ways to play/defend your tag. The simplest way is by playing rounds with other tag holders. At 
the beginning of the round, each player must present their numbered tag. After the round is complete, the tags 
are redistributed with the lowest score receiving the lowest numbered tag and highest score receiving the highest 
numbered tag. 

❖ Organized tag rounds will be held every Sunday on a rotating schedule of courses.  Courses are Wehr’s Dam, 

Camp Olympic, Jordan Creek, DeSales University, South Mountain, and Lehigh Parkway. Check in 10:30 AM.  
 

❖ Wild card rounds have the option to be travel tags or layout/format changes. All options will be decided by Poll on 

the official Facebook group the week leading up to the wild card event. 
 

❖ Sunday tag rounds are $5 to play, which includes $1 to the ace pot, and $1 to the club. $3 from each player will 

go to pay outs for each card winner.  All aces pay $150 unless the pot is less than $150 in it at the time the ace 

hits. Eagles pay $75 and Breaking or tie-ing (in some cases) a tags course record pays $25.  

❖ Cash payout to card winners! 

❖ New players are encouraged to come out and play! If you are unsure about buying a tag you can play up to two 

rounds with us to see if you want to buy a tag. 
 

❖ Please stay until your tag is handed out at the end of the round, if for some reason you have to leave, you can 

pick up your tag at the next week's tag round. If you cannot make it to the next round your tag will be put back in 

play and you will receive whatever the highest tag number is for that round.  
 

❖ The #1 Tag will be handed out at SnoBowl. If the #1 is not put up before the next wild card event, a new #1 Tag 

will go in play, and the bottom most tag in the round will be pulled out. The former 1 tag holder will take the 

highest number in play at that event.   
 

❖ If a tie occurs for the 1 tag all parties tied will go to a 3-hole Sudden Death playoff for the 1 tag. If after 3 holes the 
match has not been decided all players not eliminated in the playoff will go to a CTP to decide the winner. In the 
event of all other ties the tie is broken based on the players tag number in for that event. Card winner cash ties 
are to be settled by CTP or the players can elect to split the winnings amongst them.  
 

❖ If in the event that an outside influence impedes a weekly scheduled tag round (i.e., flooding, storm damage, 

unsafe conditions, or an event from another organization is in place in the park) the organizer may elect to swap 

courses in the rotation or move the round to a different course altogether, if absolutely necessary. We prioritize 

being good neighbors to those we share the parks with! 

❖ Tags are meant to be a way to foster friendly competition between tag holders. The objective of tags is to get the 

lowest tag possible and defend it as much as possible. Everyone will move up and down throughout the year, it’s 

all part of the fun! 

You are an ambassador to this sport & the property it is played on!!! 
Be respectful of other players, pedestrians, and the courses.  
PACK IN & PACK OUT YOUR TRASH – or find a trash can.  

Pick up debris and fallen sticks on your rounds… You can make a difference!!!  
VOLUNTEER!! Attend a club meeting!! 

CONTACT:  info@lehighvalleydiscclub.org or find us on Facebook for updates 

~~Thank you for your support of the LVDC~~ 


